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ABSTRACT 

Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) plasma device was investigated experimentally at with argon as working gas at pressure 

levels between 0.02 and 0.5Torr. A cylindrical system with helix shaped electrodes was developed and tested in a rectified AC mode 

of operation rather than in the more conventional DC mode. The heavy particle velocities have been estimated from interaction with 

an aluminum foil target. On-linear high-power devices produce electromagnetic noise (EMN) sources of great intensity that can 

disrupt and damage the surrounding electrical equipment and devices. A measurement system based on an ultra-high frequency 

(UHF) X- band pyramidal horn antenna was developed. The thrust of IEC system was obtained by knowing mass flow rate and 

particle velocity about 1mN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Alternative methods for heating plasma to fusion conditions are vital to the search for inexpensive controlled fusion. The Inertial 

Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) style of device proves to be a worthy candidate due to its simplicity. The Inertial Electrostatic 

Confinement plasma devices are interesting way of generating plasmas at high temperatures and have been investigated in the past 

with special respect to fusion plasma [1-2]. Fusion related applications were also investigated with respect to the development of 

electric propulsion systems [3-4], non-fusion systems involved the use of IEC devices for technical applications for surface 

modification and as neutron or x-ray sources [5-6]. A Neutron/Gamma-ray combined inspection system for hidden special nuclear 

materials (SNMs) in cargo containers has been developed in Japan. The inertial electrostatic confinement fusion device has been 

adopted as neutron source have been developed to realize the fast screening system. The prototype system has been constructed 

and tested in the Reactor Research Institute, Kyoto University [7]. 

The ion beam can be focused or expanded will depend on the power and pressure levels. By increasing pressure levels allowed 

the transition from focused beam to expanded beam. Recently, increased interest has been shown in using an ion beam for 

propulsion processes [8-9]. In ion thrusters, the propellant gas is ionized inside a chamber. A negatively biased grid extracts the ions 

and accelerates them through the grid potential. The ion beam is exhausted to produce thrust. For a propulsion application, 

knowledge of the beam velocity is of high importance to get an idea about specific impulses achievable with these devices. Initial 

measurements with Langmuir probes in a time-of-flight configuration were inconclusive. In present work, non-fusing gas is ionized 

and a glow discharge is initiated. Further, the inertia of the accelerated ions compresses the ions and builds up the space charge at 

the center of the cathode grid. The space charge of ions attracts the electrons which in turn accumulates a space charge. This creates 

a series of deep virtual electrostatic potential wells which confines and concentrates ions into a small volume. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) plasma is created between two concentric electrodes at low-pressure and high voltage, and a 

steady glow discharge is formed. The electrodes consist of stainless steel wire structures creating relatively homogeneous electric 

field. Ions are accelerated towards the inner cathode, penetrating the wire structure, collide with each other in the center, and create 

the high temperature plasma by converting their kinetic energy into thermal energy.  

The IEC fusion device basically consists of aspherical-gridded cathode concentrically placed at the center of a spherical anode 

filled with a fuel gas. A glow discharge takes place between these electrodes. The produced ions are then accelerated toward the 

center through the transparent gridded cathode undergoing fusion reactions. An important advantage of IEC over accelerator-

driven neutron generators employing solid targets comes from the use of “gastarget” or “plasma target. For instance, an IEC neutron 

generator [10] demonstrated to produce 106– 108neutrons/sec for D-D fusion. 

The laboratory experimental set-up of the IEC plasma device is as shown in Figure 1.The IEC is a 10cm of diameter Pyrex glass 

tube vacuum vessel mounted on a laboratory table. A chamber base pressure of ~10-2Torr is achieved using differential pumping. 

The IEC cathode grid was constructed using stainless steel wire of 1 mm in diameter. High voltage insulation is provided using 

ceramic feed through system that is extended into the center of the chamber and attached to the cathode grid.  

The diameter of the outer electrode was kept constant at the maximum diameter allowed by the chamber dimensions of 10cm. 

Inner electrode diameter of 2 cm was tested under similar conditions and the brightness of the plasma inside the inner electrode 

was chosen as optimization criterion. The outer electrode was made from stainless steel 2mm diameter wire, as inner electrode, 

conventional steel springs were used and cut to length. For the recent version 1 mm stainless steel wire was used to manufacture 

the inner electrodes due to the possibility of creating customized electrodes. 

Argon gas is injected into the quartz tube through the mass flow controller that regulates the mass flow rate of the propellant 

gas. The typical operating pressure is 0.08 – 1.0 Torr for argon gas. If the vacuum vessel has been opened recently, there are surface 

contaminants, water vapor, grease and other impurities inside the vessel. It takes about 20-30 minutes after the initiation of the 

discharge during which chamber conditioning and surface cleaning takes place, and the impurities are pumped out of the system. 

To avoid vapor from back streaming, the vacuum chamber is washed by gas after evacuation by the rotary pump. 

Instead of the traditionally used pure DC mode, a rectified AC approach was chosen. Preliminary data indicates that a more 

stable operational behavior is achieved with the potential to extend the operational range, and arcing was significantly reduced in 

this operational mode. The resulting output voltage was rectified through a custom built high voltage diode circuit to maintain the 

electrode bias with the inner electrode being the negative pole (cathode) and the outer electrode working as the anode at ground 

potential. The resulting output signal oscillating with 120 Hz as illustrated in Fig. 2 was supplied to the IEC. Quasi-stationary IEC 

plasma fluctuating with a frequency of 120 Hz was obtained for a wide variety of pressures and voltages. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram and photo of experimental setup 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Electrical circuit and illustration of the 120 Hz rectified AC voltage supplied to the IEC 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Antennas have practical uses for the transmission and reception of radio frequency signals (radio, TV, etc.). In air, those signals travel 

close to the speed of light in vacuum and with a very low transmission loss. Due to number of impressive characteristics, rectangular 

aperture pyramidal horn antenna can be preferred over other types of antennas in Line of sight communication i.e., (i) It can be used 

as standard antenna for testing and calibration of other antennas in anechoic chambers, (ii) easy and straightforward design and 

construction with respect to quad ridge and ducal ridge pyramidal horn antennas respectively, (iii) Ability to provide radiation 

pattern according to requirements and applications [11].The dimensions of the desired X-band rectangular waveguide, which satisfy 

the conditions i.e., b ≤a and L = 0.75λg where a = broad wall dimension of waveguide, b = narrow wall 

dimension of waveguide, L = length of waveguide and λg = guided wavelength. Pyramidal flared section of horn antenna is the 

most significant part in the antenna design, which varies the impedance of waveguide from 50Ω at the feeding point to 377Ω at the 

aperture of the antenna [12]. 

The microwave radiation was detected with the combination of a horn antenna followed by a matched waveguide and a crystal 

detector in various bands (figue3). Two specific bands were used, namely, the X band (8.2 – 12.4GHz), and Rband (26.5 – 40GHz). The 

radiation pattern of an antenna is a diagram of electric field strength. For practical reasons; the radiation pattern is normally shown 

by two-dimensional graphs which show a section or sections of the three-dimensional pattern (Fig. 4). The radiation pattern of an 

antenna is a 3-Dgraphical representation of the radiation properties of the antenna as a function of position. So usually they are 

drawn in two principal 2-D planes which are orthogonal to each other (E- and H- planes). E-plane (H-plane) is usually the plane in 

which there are maximum electric (magnetic) fields for a linearly polarized antenna. The power received by the receiving antenna of 

area A becomes: 

 

𝑃𝑟 =  
𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑡

4𝜋𝑟2 

 

Where, G is the gain often expressed in decibels, 4πr2 is surface area of sphere and Pt is transmitted power. As shown in Fig. 4, a 

radiation pattern usually has several ‘lobes’. Generally, most energy is concentrated into the main lobe.  

Figure 5 shows a typical output signal from the microwave detector on the oscilloscope and figure 6indicates the Fast Fourier 

Transformer (FFT) of the antenna signal. No signals have been recorded in the R-band (26.5 – 40 GHz) as shown in figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Microwave apparatus 
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Figure 4 Typical antenna pattern for pyramidal horn antenna X-band 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Typical microwave signal detected by an X-band waveguide/detector combination from IEC device 

 

The main mechanism for RF emission in the microwave radiations would come from interactions of electrons with atoms. Then 

bremsstrahlung may be the responsible for microwave emissions. 
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Figure 6 Fast Fourier Transformer of the signal 

 

  

 

 

Figure 7 Time evolution of X-band (lower signal) and R-band (upper signal) in the discharge 

 

Bekefi and Brown studied bremsstrahlung radiation produced by accelerating electrons [13]. When an electron makes a 

transition between two continuous states with initial and final energies, it radiates an emitted quantum of ℎ𝜐 . Due to the transitions 

between these states the radiation forms a continuum.Also, Rai et al. studied the bremsstrahlung process as possible source of RF 

emissions in UHF and microwaves in lightning [14]. Bremsstrahlung radiation occurs when a charged particle (typically an electron) is 

deflected by another charged particle (typically an ion). During this encounter the electron emits bremsstrahlung and loses some of 

its kinetic energy. The total bremsstrahlung power per volume [15], is given as  

 

𝑃𝑏𝑟

𝑉
= 1.69 × 10−32 𝑛𝑒

2√𝑇𝑒 {𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓 [1 + 0.7936
𝑇𝑒

𝑚𝑒𝑐2 + 1.874(
𝑇𝑒

𝑚𝑒𝑐2 )2] +
3

√2

𝑇𝑒

𝑚𝑒𝑐2}
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

𝑐𝑚3  
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where,𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
∑ 𝑍𝑖

2
𝑖 𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑒
, ne is the electron density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature, Z is the charge number, e 

is the elementary charge, me is the electron mass and c is the speed of light in vacuum. 

Figure 8 shows the bremsstrahlung losses calculated from equation above, assumed ion temperatures ranging from 0.5-5eV and 

with measured argon ion density about 1017 particles/m3the bremsstrahlung losses are in the order of magnitude of 10-4 W/m³. 
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Figure 8 Bremsstrahlung losses for argon plasma 

 

Figure 9 Argon glow mode with spherical-helix electrodes at different voltage levels 

 

 

Figure 10 Change of argon glow characteristics over pressure at constant voltage level 
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The vacuum chamber evacuated and the voltage steadily increased from zero, a glow from plasma was observed around the 

inner grid. This brightest glow was seen at the maximum voltage is shown in Figure 9. The plasma was concentrated in the center of 

the grid in a more-defined spherical ball rather than on the rings over pressure at maximum voltage. It was clearly demonstrated the 

full capability of the fusor to produce star mode which can clearly be observed in Figure 10c. 

The ion beam velocity can be estimated by inserting a target of aluminum foil. This foil thickness of 18 µm was placed at distance 

about 5-10mm prependicular direction of beam plasma. The system was powered up to selected operating condition (gas pressure, 

discharge voltage, mass flow rate, and etc.) At specific conditions from pressure level 0.5 Torr argon gas and maximum power 

achievable of 360 W, the beam penetrated the aluminum foil as shown in Fig. 11 within about 3seconds and created a hole of 

roughly 4.5 mm diameter. The evaporation heat of aluminum (qevap, Al=10,530 kJ/kg) times the volume of evaporated material times 

the density of aluminum (Al=2,700 kg/m3) or Qevap, Al=8.1 J would have to be provided by the IEC beam within the three seconds it 

took to penetrate the foil. Due to the low pressures, conduction heat transfer from the beam to the aluminum foil might be 

negligible for this process. If therefore is assumed that the heat of evaporation is provided by the kinetic energy of heavy particles 

hitting the aluminum foil, a number of particles providing the needed energy can be calculated if a value for the particle velocity is 

assumed. 

 

 

Figure 11 IEC beam penetating an Al foil target 

 

Furthermore, a particle density can be calculated by dividing the total number of particles by the cross-sectional area and the 

particle velocity and multiplying these values with the time need to penetrate the aluminum foil. This particle density has to obey the 

equation of state𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝑛𝑘𝑇. With the known chamber pressure, a plasma temperature needed to fulfill the above conditions can be 

calculated. 

 

𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝐴𝑙 = 𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑀𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
2

2
                                                               (1) 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 =  𝑛𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑘𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 =  
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑘𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎             (2) 

 

Combing equations (1) and (2) yields an equation for the particle velocity: 

 

 

𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 =  √
2𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝐴𝑙𝑘𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎

𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑀𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

3

                                               (3) 

 

If the plasma temperatures of 11,600 K determined from non-thermal radiations, lower and upper bounds can be obtained 

assuming that the beam consists only of argon atoms. With the given numerical values a particle velocity about 3 km/s and the 

kinetic energy about 1.8 Joule are obtained. For the averages values above, a mass flow of particles can be calculated and thrust 

value can be estimated from 𝐹 =  ṁ 𝑣𝑒 (under the assumption of𝑣𝑒 = 𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡) where, 𝑣𝑒 is effective exhaust velocity. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Plasmas produced by IEC devices are a known source of electromagnetic radiation. It was demonstrated the ability to measure 

microwave emission generated from IEC device especially in X-band (8.2 – 12.4 GHz) and not observed in the R-band (26.5 – 40 

GHz). It will be important to find out if a reliable operation with argon can be established, potentially with other electrode 

configurations (e.g. a shorter cylinder) which stabilize the plasma discharge. This is of high interest with respect to the utilization of 

the IEC as a propulsion system with noble gases in general and argon in particular as potential propellants. 
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